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Solvent effects on electronic properties from Wannier functions
in a dimethyl sulfoxide/water mixture
Abstract
We present an efficient implementation for the calculation of maximally localized Wannier functions
(MLWFs) during parallel Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulations. The implementation is based
on a block Jacobi method. The calculation of MLWFs results in only a moderate (10%-20%) increase in
computer time. Consequently it is possible to calculate MLWFs routinely during Car-Parrinello
simulations. The Wannier functions are then applied to derive molecular dipole moments of dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) in gas phase and aqueous solution. We observe a large increase of the local dipole
moment from 3.97 to 7.39 D. This large solvent effect is caused by strong hydrogen bonding at the
DMSO oxygen atom and methyl groups. Decomposing the dipole moment into local contributions from
the S-O bond and the methyl groups is used to understand the electrostatic response of DMSO in
aqueous solution. A scheme is given to derive charges on individual atoms from the MLWFs using the
D-RESP methodology. The charges also display large solvent effects and give insight into the
transferability of recent force field models for DMSO.
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Abstract
We present an efficient implementation for the calculation of maximally localized Wannier func-
tions (MLWFs) during parallel Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics simulations. The implementa-
tion is based on a block Jacobi method. The calculation of MLWFs results in only a moderate (10 -
20 %) increase in computer time. Consequently it is possible to calculate MLWFs routinely during
Car–Parrinello simulations. The Wannier functions are then applied to derive molecular dipole
moments of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) in gase phase and aqueous solution. We observe a large
increase of the local dipole moment from 3.97 D to 7.39 D. This large solvent effect is caused by
strong hydrogen bonding at the DMSO oxygen atom and methyl groups. Decomposing the dipole
moment into local contributions from the S-O bond and the methyl groups is used to understand
the electrostatic response of DMSO in aqueous solution. A scheme is given to derive charges on
individual atoms from the MLWFs using the D-RESP methodology. The charges also display large
solvent effects and give insight into the transferability of recent force field models for DMSO.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Many experimental quantities of the Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO)–water mixture expose
a non-additive behavior1, mostly in the range of DMSO mole fractions xDMSO=0.2 – 0.3.
The special features of the phase diagram in this region led to the believe that clusters of
one DMSO molecule with two and three water molecules would be responsible1.
In order to confirm this conjecture several molecular dynamics simulations based on em-
pirical pair potentials were performed2–9. These studies elucidated clusters of the 1-DMSO–
2-H2O and 2-DMSO–1-H2O type, but no 1-DMSO–3-H2O clusters were found. Inspired by
the lack of the latter and to detect possible structures of 1-DMSO–3-H2O clusters static
quantum chemical investigations10 were undertaken. One of the main results of these calcu-
lations was the deviation from additivity found for the interaction energy for all 1-DMSO–n-
H2O (n=1,4) clusters. The most pronounced effect appears for the 1-DMSO–3-H2O species.
Furthermore, the weak C-H. . .O hydrogen bonds in these systems was brought to atten-
tion. Subsequent Car-Parrinello simulations11 of a DMSO/water system at mole fraction
xDMSO=0.25 confirmed the presence and importance of C-H. . .O hydrogen bonds. These
weak hydrogen bonds were controversial discussed in molecular dynamics simulations using
a united atom ansatz for the methyl group2–4, i.e. treating the carbon and the hydrogens
atoms as one single united atom. In some simulations using all-atom force fields they were
not the focus7,8, however in others their importance was recognized and documented in so-
phisticated statistical analysis12. The major argument in favor of the absence of such an
interaction, i.e., the proposed packing effect3 needs to be aligned with instead of opposed to
weak hydrogen bonds at the methyl groups.
On the experimental side, studies using infrared and Raman spectroscopy13–17, neutron
diffraction scattering3,18,19, or NMR14,20,21 were undertaken in order to gain insight into the
non–additive behavior. In Raman spectroscopy15 a shift of the ν(SO)-band to lower frequen-
cies was observed upon water addition, showing the strong hydrogen bonding at the DMSO
oxygen atom. Frequency shifts of the CH–valence–vibrational bands16 were associated with
methyl group hydrogen bonds. A blue shift for the ν(CH)-band upon dilution13,14, indicating
depolarization of the methyl hydrogen atoms, and chemical shift measurements showing an
increase in the polarization of the carbon atoms, were explained using a push-pull model14.
To further contribute to the findings described above we study an aqueous DMSO system
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at low concentration using Car-Parrinello simulations. In Car-Parrinello molecular dynam-
ics (CPMD)22 simulations the electronic structure of a system is calculated ”on the fly”
along a molecular dynamics trajectory. Polarization effects are explicitly included and the
pairwise additivity as used in almost all force field based molecular dynamics simulations is
circumvented. The access to the electronic structure during a CPMD simulation allows the
calculation of averaged electronic properties. Through an appropriate transformation of the
Kohn–Sham orbitals maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWFs) can be calculated.
Wannier orbitals23 are the condensed phase analogs of localized molecular orbitals known
from quantum chemistry. They give insight into the nature of chemical bonds and aid in the
understanding of chemical concepts (e.g. non-bonding electron pairs or valency). Recent
applications of the MLWFs are the calculations of IR absorption24,25, of Raman spectra26,
and of NMR chemical shifts27.
The Wannier functions are non-unique, a direct result of the indeterminacy of the Bloch
orbitals, which are only determined up to an arbitrary unitary transformation among all
occupied orbitals at every point in the Brillouin zone. As proposed by Marzari and Vander-
bilt28, a solution to this problem of non-uniqueness is to require that the total spread of the
localized function should be minimal. This criterion is similar to the Boys-Foster method29
for finite systems, where one uses the spread defined through the conventional position op-
erator. The Marzari–Vanderbilt scheme is based on recent advances in the formulation of a
theory of electronic polarization30,31. By analyzing quantities, such as changes in the spread
(second moment) or the location of the center of charge of the MLWFs, it becomes possible
to learn about the chemical nature of a given system. In particular the charge centers of
the MLWFs are of interest, as they provide a classical correspondence to the location of an
electron or electron pair.
The CPMD method can be implemented efficiently to run on massively parallel com-
puters32. Efficient parallel algorithms to calculate MLWFs are therefore required. Recently,
there have been reports on two methods33,34 that achieve this goal. We present an additional
implementation based on the Jacobi method35 within the CPMD program36.
The article is structured in two parts. First we give details about the implementation and
performance for the calculation of MLWFs in CPMD simulations. Afterwards the MLWFs
are applied to study the polarization of DMSO in water.
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II. MAXIMALLY LOCALIZED WANNIER FUNCTIONS
In condensed phase simulations the total dipole moment M(t) of the supercell is often
used to calculate the infrared absorption coefficient37. However, in electronic structure
calculations a straightforward determination of the cell dipole employing charge partition
schemes usually fails due to periodic boundary conditions. This problem was solved by the
modern theory of polarization30. The original approach calculates changes of polarization
as a property of the (Berry) phase of the ground state wavefunction using integrals and
derivatives of Bloch functions. An equivalent and for the purpose of disordered systems
more appropriate real space formulation was developed by Resta38. Here the important
quantity are the dimensionless complex numbers zα = 〈Ψ | e−iGα·R | Ψ〉 , where Gα is a
reciprocal lattice vector, R the collective position operator of all electrons, and Ψ the ground
state wave function. Assuming a simple cubic supercell of length L a convenient choice of
Gα with α = 1, 2, 3 is
G1 =
2pi
L

1
0
0
 ; G2 = 2piL

0
1
0
 ; G3 = 2piL

0
0
1
 . (1)
Generalizations for arbitrary cell shapes can be found in the literature39,40. For large unit
cells, where the Γ point approximation is valid the electronic contribution to the cell dipole
moment is
M elα =
e
|Gα|Im ln zα , (2)
where e is the unit charge. For the case of density functional theory within the Kohn–Sham
approach (assuming spin-restricted orbitals {Φ}) this reduces to
M elα =
2e
|Gα|Im ln det Sα , (3)
where we have introduced the matrices S
{Sα}kl = 〈Φk | e−iGα·r | Φl〉 . (4)
The indices for S run over all occupied Kohn–Sham orbitals. For the analysis of a molecular
liquid or solid it is most convenient if the total dipole moment can be written, at least to a
good approximation, as a sum of individual molecular dipoles Mel ≈ ∑I µelI . An optimal
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result would be achieved if the three Sα matrices could be diagonalized using the same
transformation. In this case the determinant in equation 3 would reduce to a product and
the separation is exact. However, the operators e−iGα·r do not commute and a simultaneous
diagonalization is therefore not possible. A unique transformation can be found by defining
a criterion to be ’maximally diagonal’ for a set of matrices. The orbitals produced by this
transformation are called maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWF).
wk(r) =
∑
l
UklΦl(r) (5)
Such an approach is also used in other fields and the connection to the MLWF was pointed
out33. The standard procedure to arrive at MLWF is to require that the second moment of
the functions is simultaneously minimized. The MLWF obtained by this criterion are the
equivalent to the Boys localized orbitals in quantum chemistry29. The spread function can
be calculated using the Berry phase formalism and after some rearrangements of terms, one
arrives at a function Ω to be maximized
Ω =
∑
k
∑
α
f(zα,k) , (6)
where different realizations for f(zα,k) are possible
30,38,40 and the complex number zα,k is
defined by
zα,k = 〈wk | e−iGα·R | wk〉 . (7)
All of these functions are equivalent in the large L limit and we will concentrate here on the
special function f(zα,k) = z
2
α,k. The expectation value of the position operator for a MLWF
is thus
rk = − L
2pi
Im ln zk , (8)
and is often called a Wannier function center (WFC). With this definition the electronic
part of the supercell dipole moment is
Mel ≈ −2e
∑
k
rk (9)
and molecular dipole moments can be defined as
µelI = −2e
∑
k∈I
rk , (10)
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where the sum runs over all WFC associated with the molecule. A more general definition
of a molecular dipole moment within a condensed system would only require that MLWF
on different molecules do not overlap. This can be achieved by using
µelI =
∑
α
2e
|Gα|Im ln det S
I
α , (11)
where the matrices SI are molecular sub-matrices. Tests have shown that dipole moments
calculated with the definitions in equations 10 and 11 are almost identical for the molecules
studied in this work and therefore the definition in equation 10 will be used.
The dipole time correlation function needed in the calculation of the infrared absorption
spectra37 can be calculated using the molecular dipole moments
〈M(t) ·M(0)〉 =
∑
IJ
〈µI(t) · µJ(0)〉 . (12)
Analyzing individual terms in the above sum allows a detailed study of the origins of special
features in the spectra25.
III. DETAILS OF CALCULATIONS
All calculations are performed with the CPMD code36. Gradient corrected local density
functionals for exchange41 and correlation42 (BLYP) are chosen throughout and the Kohn–
Sham orbitals are expanded in a plane wave basis with a kinetic energy cutoff of 70 Rydbergs.
Employing periodic boundary conditions the Brillouin zone sampling is restricted to the Γ
point. Norm conserving pseudopotentials of the Troullier–Martins type43 are taken with
pseudization radii of 1.05, 1.23, and 1.40 a.u. for oxygen, carbon, and sulphur respectively.
For all angular momenta the same radius is used. Core-valence interaction of oxygen and
carbon is treated by s and p potentials, the one of sulphur by s, p, and d potentials. The
pseudopotentials are applied in the Kleinman–Bylander representation44 with the highest
angular momentum as a local potential. Hydrogen atoms are represented with a local
potential45. All Car–Parrinello simulations are performed in an NVE ensemble with the
total energy being conserved to within 10−5 a.u./ps.
For pure water we took pre-equilibrated structures from TIP5P46 force field samples (box
length 9.8528 A˚, 12.4138 A˚, and 15.6404 A˚ for 32, 64 and 128 water molecules respectively).
For these calculations the ficticious electron mass was set to 400 a.u. and a time step of
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0.0968 fs was used. DMSO/water simulations are performed with a single DMSO molecule
and 63 water molecules in a cubic box of 12.9621 A˚ length. After an equilibration of 2 ps
data was collected from a 15 ps trajectory. The ficticious electron mass was set to 600 a.u.
and the time step was 0.1209 fs. All hydrogen atoms were treated with the deuterium mass.
Average computer time for a Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics step on 16 CPUs of a IBM
p690 was 21.5 seconds. Additional averaged time needed for calculation of the maximally
localized Wannier functions was 23.2 seconds.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND PARALLELIZATION
The traditional method in quantum chemistry for computing localized orbitals is the
method of two-by-two rotations first introduced by Edmiston and Ruedenberg47. The basic
idea of the method is to tackle the problem of finding U (see equation 5) by performing a
sequence of consecutive two-by-two rotations among all pairs of orbitals. The elementary
step consists of a plane rotation where two orbitals i and j are rotated through an angle,
φ. The optimal value for φ can easily be calculated for the choice of function f(zα,k) = z
2
α,k
and yields,
tan(4φ) = −a
b
i , a = Re[Mij(Mii −Mjj)] , b = |Mij|2 − 1
4
|Mii −Mjj|2 , (13)
whereMij =
∑
α zα,ij and Re denotes the real part. zα,ij is the straightforward generalization
of the definition given in equation 7.
The gradient of Ω from Eq. 6 with respect to an infinitesimal rotation can be calculated
as
Gij =
∂Ω¯
∂Uij
∣∣∣∣
U=0
= 4
∑
α
[zα,ij(zα,ii − zα,jj)] (14)
and the absolute value of the maximum element of matrix G is used to monitor the progress
of optimization.
As a test we have calculated WFC and spread values at an arbitrary step within a Car–
Parrinello molecular dynamics simulation of 32 water molecules at ambient conditions. The
accuracy of the WFC and spread values are listed in table I. The first row lists the accuracy
of the calculated values from orbitals taken directly from the Car–Parrinello simulation
with respect to fully optimized Kohn–Sham orbitals at the same geometry. These values
will depend on the parameters chosen for the Car–Parrinello simulation (time step, electron
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TABLE I: Effect of convergence criteria in MLWF calculation on the accuracy of WFC (center) and
second moments (spread) for a system of 32 water molecules. Errors are calculated with respect to
the results obtained for a maximum gradient of 10−8. The first line refers to a calculation where
orbitals were quenched to the Born–Oppenheimer surface first, whereas the other lines and the
reference calculation used orbitals from a Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics simulation.
center spread
accuracy mean error max error mean error max error
10−8 BO 2.1 · 10−4 2.1 · 10−3 6.6 · 10−4 2.0 · 10−3
10−2 3.7 · 10−5 5.7 · 10−4 3.3 · 10−5 1.2 · 10−4
10−3 1.2 · 10−5 2.0 · 10−4 1.1 · 10−5 5.0 · 10−5
10−4 2.0 · 10−6 5.5 · 10−5 1.6 · 10−6 1.1 · 10−5
10−6 1.3 · 10−8 8.4 · 10−7 7.8 · 10−9 1.0 · 10−6
mass) and are directly related to the ficticious kinetic energy. The values given in table I can
be considered typical for a Car–Parrinello simulation. The maximum error in the position
of the WFC is a direct mass for the uncertainty in the value for molecular dipole moments.
In the other rows errors are listed for less stringent convergence criteria. As can be seen,
even for a rather loose convergence criteria of 10−2 errors are smaller than the uncertainty
introduced by the fact that the system is not exactly on the Born–Oppenheimer surface.
In figure 1 the development of the maximum value of the gradient Gij is shown as a
function of Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics steps since the last computation of MLWFs.
The gradient increases linearly with a rather small slope. Even after ten steps it is still
below 0.02. ¿From the data of table I we estimate that the WFC are at this point still
accurate to about 10−3a.u.. In the lower panel of figure 1 the number of Jacobi sweeps to
reach a certain accuracy is shown. As the Jacobi method converges exponentially and the
gradient only increases linearly, the number of sweeps is almost constant. We can make use
of these findings in setting up an efficient protocol for Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics
with MLWFs. Starting with a set of MLWFs a number of Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics
steps are performed. At a certain sampling rate, typically 5-10 CP steps, the Berry phase
dipole moment is calculated and a single Jacobi sweep is carried out. Dipole moment and
WFCs are stored for later analysis. In a Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics simulation the
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FIG. 1: Upper panel: Development of the gradient for orbitals within a Car–Parrinello molecular
dynamics simulation (32 water molecules) starting from a set of MLWFs. Lower panel: Number
of Jacobi sweeps needed to re-optimize MLWFs to an accuracy of 10−4 (triangles), 10−6 (squares),
10−8 (circles).
Kohn–Sham orbitals are propagated together with the nuclei using coupled equations of
motion derived from a Lagrangian function22. When a unitary transformation is applied to
the orbitals and their velocities the values of the Lagrangian and the forces on the nuclei are
not changed. Therefore, the same nuclear trajectory is generated. This property was used
before to develop algorithms based on non-orthogonal orbitals48.
Using this protocol we monitored the gradient of the MLWFs over a CPMD simulation of
1 ps of 32 water molecules. As can be seen in figure 2 the gradient of the MLWFs is rather
stable and stays below a value of 0.006, sufficient for an accurate calculation of molecular
dipole moments.
An efficient implementation of the calculation of MLWFs is needed in order to make
their calculation along a molecular dynamics trajectory feasible. The serial Jacobi algo-
9
FIG. 2: Gradient of the orbitals in a Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics simulation of 32 water
molecules. Every fifth step (ca. 0.5 fs) a single Jacobi sweep was applied.
rithm outlined in this section can readily be ported to parallel computer architectures. A
Jacobi plane rotation only involves two columns and therefore, there are disjoint operations
which can be executed in parallel. By using special orderings, the number of independent
operations can be kept maximal at each step of the algorithm. Many parallel orderings have
been proposed in the literature (see35 and references therein). We choose the ring Jacobi
ordering with alternating forward and backward steps35,49. In order to minimize the number
of communication steps, the matrices are distributed on individual processors in block form.
A single Jacobi rotation in the parallel algorithm is then generalized to plane rotations be-
tween blocks50. The performance of this algorithm is shown for a set of test cases in table II.
Timings for a CPMD step, the calculation of the Berry phase dipole moment, and the Jacobi
iterations to get MLWFs (including final rotations of orbitals) are compared. Some of the
irregularities in the timings are due to the fact, that the computer was not dedicated to the
test jobs. ¿From an algorithmic point of view, speedups can be expected from 3 CPUs until
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TABLE II: CPU time in seconds (IBM p690) for the calculation of a Car–Parrinello molecular
dynamics step (CP), the calculation of the Berry phase dipole moment (dipole) and the calculation
of MLWF (loc) for different sizes of water simulations.
32 H2O 64 H2O 128 H2O
# cpus CP dipole loc. CP dipole loc. CP dipole loc.
serial 41.7 12.7 3.7 129.0 85.4 80.0 860.0 1680.0 761.2
2 cpus 21.2 7.8 4.9 74.5 48.6 107.7 367.0 1139.2 348.0
4 cpus 12.6 4.9 1.6 43.7 28.5 22.2 240.0 444.9 184.4
8 cpus 7.9 3.5 0.7 24.4 19.0 5.5 132.0 113.3 74.6
16 cpus 4.7 2.8 1.0 17.8 13.5 4.6 74.3 71.4 24.1
32 cpus 3.2 1.9 1.8 11.2 8.8 5.2 40.7 43.7 23.3
the number of CPUs exceeds the dimension of the matrix. For two CPUs, the work done is
duplicated with respect to the serial algorithm and some synchronization overhead will lead
to slightly slower execution times than for a single processor. The speedup seen for the 128
water case going from one to two CPUs is due to cache effects. About 8 GBytes of memory
are needed for this calculation. Optimal results are achieved if the block sizes are not too
small. A size of 8 appears to be optimal for the IBM p690.
V. AQUEOUS DIMETHYL SULFOXIDE
In the following MLWF analysis we considered several DMSO–water systems in order to
understand the solvation of DMSO in water. Besides the single DMSO and water molecules,
we studied 1-DMSO–n-H2O (n=1,2,3) clusters, as well as a 1-DMSO–63-H2O solution within
periodic boundary condition at 328 K. The cluster arrangements were all of the same kind:
Each additional water molecule was placed at the DMSO oxygen atom with one hydrogen
atom pointing towards the oxygen (see figure 3 and also10 for figures of individual clus-
ters, 1-DMSO–1-H2O: Cluster: 0.5-IV, 1-DMSO–2-H2O: Cluster: 0.33-IV, 1-DMSO–3-H2O:
Cluster: 0.25-VIII). These are not the most stable clusters in terms of energetics, but as the
large dipole of DMSO is believed to be located mostly at the S-O bond3, one would expect
that the influence on the dipole moment of DMSO is largest if the coordination of water
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FIG. 3: 1-DMSO–3-H2O-Cluster (0.25-VIII from10) including the locations of the Wannier centers.
Left: view from above the S-O bond direction. Right: view from besides the S-O bond direction.
appears at the oxygen atom of the DMSO molecule. We will further discuss the origin of
the DMSO dipole moment in the next section.
A possible three-fold coordination pattern which was ruled out by earlier studies3,4,9 is
supported by the position of the MLWFs for a single DMSO molecule, see especially top
view (left panel) of figure 3. Three WFCs are located at the DMSO oxygen, suggesting the
opportunity of at least a small percentage of a three-fold coordination next two the major
two-fold coordination. This is in accordance with Borin and Skaf7 who found evidence
based on a statistical analysis of the hydrogen bonding pattern, that at small mole fraction
xDMSO= 0.13 at least 8% is three-fold coordinated. Because there is only one center located
between the position of the oxygen atom and the sulphur atom the WFCs infer a single
bond rather then a double bond. The interpretation of the S–O bond in DMSO as a double
bond— as implied by the Lewis formula — is matter of a long standing debate1.
A. Molecular dipole moment
Dipole moments for DMSO and water molecules in different surroundings calculated from
our simulations are given in table III. The value for an isolated single DMSO molecule (3.97
D) compares very well to the experimental gas phase value (3.96 D)1. This is most likely
due to a fortuitous error cancellation. A larger dipole moment of 4.3 D was derived for the
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TABLE III: Dipole moments in Debye as obtained from WFCs of DMSO and its adducts with
water. See text for further details.
Dipole moment [D]
configuration DMSO H2O
monomer 3.97 1.87
monomer (319K) 4.08 2.01
+1 H2O 4.94 2.15
+2 H2O 5.66 –
+3 H2O 6.17 –
aq. solution 7.39 2.96
DMSO molecule from temperature dependent dielectricity measurements using the Onsager
equation51. It should be mentioned here, that the aqueous DMSO dipole moment is not
directly observable and therefore can not be compared with experiments. Investigations
regarding the molecular dipole of liquid water are listed in Ref.52. Our WFCs calculation
yields an average dipole moment in aqueous solution of 7.39 D for DMSO and 2.96 D for H2O.
This corresponds to an increase by 86 % for DMSO and 58 % for water upon solvation. Only
a small part of this increase is covered by temperature effects, see second line in table III.
The average dipole moment of isolated DMSO and H2O at 319 K are 4.08 Debye and 2.01
Debye, respectively. This accounts only for 3 and 7 % of the difference between the isolated
molecule and the dissolved molecule. Much larger changes (24 % and 43%) are induced to
the dipole moment of DMSO by complexation with the first and second water molecule. Up
to 55 % is added by the third water coordination for DMSO. There remains an uncovered
amount of 31% which is not explained by simple water coordination at the DMSO oxygen
position. This is even more striking considering the fact that this comparisons are made
with respect to the average dipole moment. In the simulation we observe values between 5
D and almost 10 D with a standard deviation of 0.54 D. Fluctuations of the dipole moment
are larger for DMSO than for water molecules in solution, see also figure 4. Comparing the
distribution of DMSO as isolated molecule (ranging from 3.2 D to 5.2 D, average value is
4.08 D and standard deviation 0.2 D) and dissolved in water (see figure 4), it is obvious that
the broader distribution and the larger values must be an effect of solvation rather than of
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FIG. 4: Distribution of dipole moments calculated from a Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics
simulation of aqueous DMSO. Average value for water dipoles (broken line) is 2.96 D with a
standard deviation of 0.40 D. Average value for DMSO dipoles (continuous line) is 7.39 D with a
standard deviation of 0.54 D.
the inclusion of the dynamics respectively temperature effects only.
Two random snapshots are taken from the simulation in order to shed light on the extreme
ends of the broad dipole distribution of DMSO in the liquid. We find at these positions along
the trajectory a dipole moment for DMSO of 8.97 D and 5.22 D. This goes along with a large
(162.9 pm) and a short (149.6 pm) S–O distance. The coordination number at the DMSO
oxygen is 2 and 1. Whereas the methyl groups are usually pseudo-eclipsed in the optimized
structures and also in the low-dipole moment situation, they are staggered in the large-
dipole moment case. The large dipole moment only occurs if additional to the coordination
at the DMSO oxygen, weak hydrogen bonds involving the methyl groups appear. Each
event alone is not capable of increasing the dipole that much but both together shift the
dipole moment sizeable. This strong-and-weak hydrogen bond effect together with the very
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extended hydrogen bond network explains the last uncovered 31 % difference between the
clusters and the dipole of the fully solvated DMSO molecule. The very strong solvent effects
are related to the inclusion of DMSO in the extended hydrogen bonded network as proposed
before9.
In force fields the dipole moment of DMSO varies from 4.81 D to 5.25 D (see table V).
All of these values are considerably smaller than the mean dipole moment calculated from
density functional theory for aqueous DMSO. This is not too surprising, as these force fields
are optimized to represent neat DMSO where such an extended hydrogen bond situation as
in water can not be establish. It has to be mentioned that also water force fields show a
smaller dipole moment (2.39 D for SPC/E and 2.35 D for TIP3P) than the 2.95 D mean value
calculated from Car–Parrinello simulations employing density functional theory. However,
it should be kept in mind that there is a strong polarization of DMSO when exchanging the
neat liquid with an aqueous solution. This polarization will be lost in simulations based on
standard force fields. It is thus highly advisable to use polarizable force fields for simulations
of concentration dependent quantities in DMSO–water mixtures. Otherwise, simulations will
be biased towards a more accurate description of pure DMSO.
B. Partial dipole moments
To further determine the origin of the special properties of solvated DMSO we distributed
the total dipole moment on individual parts of the molecule. We achieved this by associating
WFC according to individual parts of DMSO, namely, the S-O bond and the methyl groups.
The origin of the coordinate system is chosen to be the position of the sulfur atom. There
is one center for which it is impossible to assign it either to the S-O bond or the methyl
groups why we attributed it to the central sulphur atom, see also figure 3 of section V.
This contribution to the total dipole is almost not affected upon solution and shows only
small fluctuations during the simulations. Table IV lists the result of the analysis for each,
the single molecule and the aqueous DMSO solution, respectively. As expected, the main
contribution to the total dipole moment is given by the S-O bond dipole, see second line of
table IV. Only small contributions come from the methyl groups. Whereas the S-O bond
dipole increases, the methyl group dipoles decrease upon solvation which is in accordance
with the observed red- and blue shift from IR experiments, see also section VD. The increase
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TABLE IV: Partial dipole moments as obtained from WFCs. See text for further details. All
values in Debye, after each value the standard deviations are given in parentheses.
part single Molecule aq. DMSO
total 4.08 (0.20) 7.39 (0.56)
S-O 7.91 (0.15) 9.74 (0.32)
Me 1.87 (0.07) 1.22 (0.17)
S 5.21 (0.06) 5.11 (0.09)
of the total dipole moment upon solvation is about 81%. This increase can only partly be
explained by the 23% increase of the S-O bond dipole. A much larger share is due to the
reduction of about 35% of the methyl group. Because the fluctuations of the partial dipole
moments are smaller than the one of the total molecular dipole, they have to be correlated.
C. Atomic charges
The WFCs also permit calculation of atomic charges. A scheme describing the procedure
can be found in appendix A. It is based on a series of approximations. It is assumed
that the total charge density can be divided into molecular charge densities using Wannier
functions. Further the electrostatic potential is reliably represented outside the molecule
by unit charges at the WFC. This approximation and extensions using higher multipoles
has recently been investigated53 in great detail. Finally, the reduction of the total charge
distribution to a set of partial atomic charges can only be achieved in a non-unique fashion.
In table V our results together with charges describing the coloumbic part of force fields are
listed. Only little difference is found for the sulphur atom charges of the single molecule and
the molecule in aqueous solution, see first two entries in table V. The charge on the oxygen,
however, increases by 34 % in solution, showing the high polarizability of DMSO. The overall
charge on the methyl groups increases, due to both a decrease of the negative charge on
the carbon atoms and an increase of the positive hydrogen charges. Because rotation of the
methyl groups is not seen on the time scale of our simulations different charges for individual
hydrogen atoms are obtained, with larger differences for the isolated than for the solvated
molecule. The barrier of the methyl rotation was determined to be 10 kJ/mol and 15 kJ/mol
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TABLE V: Atomic charges and dipole moments of DMSO. Values for single molecule and aqueous
DMSO calculated from WFCs using the D-RESP procedure. Values given in parentheses are
standard deviations from the molecular dynamics simulation at 300 K. Values for carbon and
hydrogen atoms are averaged over all atoms of this kind in the molecule.
Charges Dipole [D] Ref.
Sulfur Oxygen Methyl Carbon Hydrogen
0.308 -0.498 0.095 -0.125 0.083 4.08 single Molecule
(0.006) (0.010) (0.011) (0.011) (0.018) (0.20) this work
0.276 -0.666 0.195 -0.136 0.110 7.39 aq. DMSO
(0.021) (0.028) (0.019) (0.006) (0.022) (0.56) this work
0.12753 -0.44753 0.1600 5.25 54
0.139 -0.459 0.160 4.85 55
0.3155 -0.5205 0.1025 -0.3244 0.1423 5.12 56
0.312 -0.556 0.122 -0.148 0.090 5.11 57
0.371 -0.515 0.074 -0.476 0.184 —- 58
with two water molecules attached to the DMSO in quantum chemical single energy path
calculations10. Water hinders the methyl rotation and leads thus to higher polarized oxygen
atoms and methyl hydrogen atoms. For the single molecule the antiparallel (to the S-O bond)
hydrogen atoms are the least charged, see also figure 3 (right panel) where the C-H bond
points downwards. In the aqueous system we can distinguish hydrogen atoms with charges
between 0.077 and 0.154. The smaller charges are found for hydrogen atoms positioned side
ways to the S-O bond. We assume that in this position interaction with solvent molecules
is hindered by the oxygen lone pairs. Standard deviations of oxygen and sulfur charges are
larger in solution than for the isolated molecule, whereas they are slightly decreased for the
carbon atoms. In both situations, the isolated molecule as well as in the aqueous solution,
the standard deviations of the hydrogen atoms is as large as the deviation of the oxygen
molecule in solution. This might point towards strong interactions of the DMSO oxygen
with water molecules, whereas the hydrogen atoms of the methyl groups show more subtle
changes originating from both, the solvation shell and global charge rearrangements within
the molecule.
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The charges applied in classical force field simulations are listed on the last five lines of
table V. The values where neither charges for hydrogen nor carbon are given stem from
united atom force fields. Values for these force fields have to be considered as effective
parameters and should not be overly interpreted. However, the rather small value for the
oxygen charge could be responsible for the lack of three-fold coordination in united atom
simulations9. Our charges for the isolated molecule are close to the charges from all-atom
force fields56,57. This is not too surprising as those charges were also calculated using elec-
trostatic potential fitting and we have used the charges from Ref.57 as our bias charges.
However, individual carbon and hydrogen charges calculated by Fox and Kollmann56 (third
row from below in table V) seem non-physical because of their large values which could be
an artefact of the fitting procedure. Charges derived from MP2 calculations58 (last row in
table V) suffer from the same problem. Comparing the force field charges to the average
charges from the aqueous DMSO simulation we find an increased charge (between 20 % and
30 %) on the oxygen atom. Additionally the methyl group is more polarized in solution.
From the analysis of the charges it appears that united-atom models might not be suitable
to uncover all aspects of the non-additive behavior of the DMSO-water mixture. For the all-
atom models it should be kept in mind that charges which were obtained for a single DMSO
molecule in the gas phase can deviate strongly from the ones in polar solutions. All together
we can say, that Car-Parrinello simulations of the single molecule and the aqueous solution
adverts towards the importance of solvation effects, an improved description of polarizability
and a mole fraction dependency. These findings are in line with recent developments of
polarizable force fields for the description of solvents in biochemical simulations59,60.
D. Vibrational spectrum
Turning now to the infrared spectrum, the dipole autocorrelation function calculated from
the simulations of the single molecule is compared to the one in aqueous DMSO. In addition
the harmonic frequencies of the isolated DMSO were obtained. In the following we concen-
trate on the frequencies associated with the sulfur-oxygen stretch (ν(SO)) and the symmetric
(νb(CD)) and anti-symmetric (νa(CD)) stretch vibrations of the methyl groups. The frequen-
cies from the Car–Parrinello simulations were scaled by 1.060 (ν(SO)) and 1.047 (ν(CD))
to compensate for the drag from the ficticious electron mass61. These values were adjusted
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TABLE VI: Comparison of the S-O and C-D bond stretch frequencies for DMSO in the gas phase
and in aqueous solution. All values in cm−1.
source T/K xDMSO νa(CD) νb(CD) ν(SO)
single molecule, gas phase
62 >300 1.0 2253 2132 1096
harmonic 0 1.0 2272 2132 1041
CPMD 319 1.0 2246 2114 1021
aqueous solution
14 296 0.03 2263 2134 1007
CPMD 328 0.02 2305 2172 936
according to several short Car-Parrinello simulations of a single DMSO molecule employing
different electron masses and one simulation using the Born–Oppenheimer scheme.
Table VI lists our results together with experimental values. The harmonic frequencies
(second line, table VI) are rather close to the experimental results (first line, table VI).
Comparing the harmonic frequencies with the ones from CPMD simulations (third line,
table VI), we see only small shifts to lower frequencies for the vibrations. The latter values
are too low versus the experimental value by 7 cm−1 (antisymmetric ν(CD) band), 18 cm−1
(symmetric ν(CD) band), and 75 cm−1 (ν(SO) band). These results are within the accuracy
range expected for the BLYP functional.
From the simulation of aqueous DMSO we observe a group of peaks close to 1000 cm−1
and another cluster of broad peaks in the region between 2000 and 2500 cm−1. In order to
extract single frequencies for the special three vibrations we used the velocity autocorrelation
function of the corresponding stretch coordinates. These frequencies are given on the last
line of table VI. In experiment a small blue shift for the methyl groups and a stronger red
shift for the S-O band is observed. Whereas the red-shift is reproduced quantitatively in
our simulation, the blue shift is overestimated. However, a rather large uncertainty has to
be attributed to the frequencies from the simulation of aqueous DMSO coming from both,
the location of the peaks and the scaling due to the electron drag.
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VI. DISCUSSION
We presented a Jacobi method based implementation for the efficient calculation of max-
imally localized Wannier functions in the course of Car-Parrinello simulations. The Car–
Parrinello simulation technique allows for a rapid integration of the equation of motion em-
ploying accurate forces derived from density functional theory. However, only if electronic
properties are accessible in the same easy fashion as the coordinates during the course of the
simulation advantages over molecular dynamics simulations using empirical potentials are
evident. The performance of the implementation was demonstrated for water simulations of
different sizes.
Furthermore we analyzed electronic properties, dipole moment, partial dipole moments,
atomic charges, as well as the vibrational spectrum, derived from Wannier functions for
an isolated DMSO molecule and DMSO in aqueous solution. The following solvent effects
were obtained. The total dipole moment of DMSO is drastically increased. A smaller
enhancement is found for the partial S-O bond dipole, which is very large in the gas phase
as well as in aqueous solution. A part of the increase of the DMSO dipole moment from
3.97 D to 7.39 D can be explained by modeling hydrogen bonding in molecular clusters.
About 70% of the solvent effect on the dipole moment could be recovered by adding water
molecules at the DMSO oxygen. Analysis of individual snapshots from the aqueous solution
together with the data from distributed dipoles indicate the importance of the methyl group
polarization. The total dipole moment of DMSO is governed clearly by the S-O bond dipole
which is always larger than the total molecular value. The dipoles on the methyl groups
reduce then the S-O bond dipole moment to the total DMSO value. Upon solvation the
methyl group dipole moments decrease and therefore contribute indirectly to the increase
of the total molecular dipole moment. This reduction of the dipole moment at the methyl
groups is in accordance with the blue shift of the symmetric and anti-symmetric stretch
vibrations observed in IR- and Raman spectroscopy. The solvent effects on the atomic
charges derived by the D-RESP63 methodology assists and widens our obtained picture.
A large increase of negative charge is found for the oxygen atom in accordance with the
increase of the local S-O bond dipole moment. The charge on the sulphur atom remains
almost unchanged upon solvation. The methyl groups also show only a slight increase of
positive charge on the hydrogen atoms and a slight decrease of negative charge on the carbon
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atoms but the overall effect on the methyl group is again sizeable.
Our results are summarized in the following. Whereas the S-O group is polarized, display-
ing a larger dipole moment and increased charges on the oxygen atom upon solvation, the
methyl groups are depolarized in regard to the dipole but display slightly increased charges
on the hydrogen atoms. This shows that interactions at the DMSO methyl groups are gov-
erned by subtle effects. The local dipole moment of the methyl groups might be responsible
for the hydrophobic nature, but the increased charge on the hydrogen atoms points towards
at least weak hydrogen bonding. For the future we hope to carry over the analysis of partial
dipole moments and atomic charges to systems at different DMSO/water mole fractions.
Such information could prove essential for the explanation of the non-additive behavior of
aqueous DMSO solutions.
In line with the work of Silvestrelli52 and Gaigot25 we presented methods to derive molec-
ular properties from electronic structure calculations on the fly. By analyzing this data
a deeper understanding of electronic processes of molecules in solution is achieved. Fur-
thermore our work has implications for the design and application of classical force fields.
Our results show that DMSO is considerably polarized in aqueous solution. This casts
doubts on the predictive power of different water/DMSO mole fraction simulations using
non-polarizable force fields. The methods developed and demonstrated in this work will be
helpful in both, the design and validation of classical polarizable force fields.
APPENDIX A: ELECTROSTATIC CHARGES FROM WANNIER CENTERS
We describe here briefly a method to derive atomic charges from WFCs. This method
is closely related to the D-RESP procedure of the Roethlisberger group63. We consider a
molecule of N atoms with charges ZA and atomic positions RA. The electronic distribution
of the molecule is described by M WFCs with charges −qw at positions ra. qw has a value
of one for the spin polarized case and a value of two for spin restricted calculations. We
assume neutral molecules, but this restriction can easily be lifted.
N∑
A
ZA −Mqw = 0 . (A1)
We are now looking for a set of charges qA that reproduce the electrostatic potential of the
molecule as good as possible. The electrostatic potential of the molecule derived from the
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WFCs is defined as
V (r) =
∑
A
ZA
|RA − r| −
∑
a
qw
|ra − r| . (A2)
We will sample the potential at many positions ri outside the molecule and optimize the
charges qA with a least square fit. The zeroth (total charge) and first (dipole moment)
moment of the charge distribution will be enforced exactly. In addition we add reference
charges q0A to stabilize the optimization.
The function to minimize is
Ω({qA}, λ, ²α) =
∑
i
(∑
A
ZA
|RA − ri| −
∑
a
qw
|ra − ri| −
∑
A
qA
|RA − ri|
)2
+
w
∑
A
(
qA − q0A
)2 − λ∑
A
qA −
∑
α=x,y,z
²α
(∑
A
qAr
α
A − µα
)
(A3)
The variation of Ω with respect to the unknowns
∂Ω
∂qA
= 0 ;
∂Ω
∂λ
= 0 ;
∂Ω
∂²α
= 0 (A4)
results in the equations∑
B
∑
i
qB
|RB − ri|
2
|RA − ri| + 2wqA − λ−
∑
α=x,y,z
²αr
α
A =
2wq0A −
∑
i
(∑
a
qw
|ra − ri| −
∑
C
ZC
|RC − ri|
)
2
|RA − ri| for all A (A5)∑
B
qB = 0 (A6)∑
B
qBr
α
B = µα for α = x, y, z (A7)
This system of linear equations with dimension N + 4 can easily be solved. Provided a
suitable choice for the parameter w and the reference charges has been made, results will
only be slightly dependent on the sampling points ri
63.
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